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Abstract
As the price of energy increases and wind turbine technology matures, it is evident that cost
effective designs for floating wind turbines are needed. The next frontier for wind power is the
ocean, yet development in near shore waters has been slowed by aesthetic concerns of coastal
residents. Going further offshore eliminates these aesthetic concerns and has the additional
advantage of stronger and more consistent winds. However, the vast majority of promising
locations beyond the view of land are in sufficiently deep water to make building a rigid
structure to the ocean floor economically infeasible. Cost effective floating structures are needed
to enable wind farm installation in deep water and increase the world's installed base of
renewable energy.
This thesis presents a parametric approach to the design of these floating structures for offshore
wind turbines. It starts with the relevant design concepts from the offshore oil gas industry and
presents appropriate combinations of structures and mooring systems that meet the requirements
for a generic five mega watt wind turbine. The results of the parametric study are a number of
designs that show Pareto fronts for mean square acceleration of the turbine versus multiple cost
drivers for the offshore structure. These cost drivers include displacement of the floating
structure and total mooring line tension.
Thesis Supervisor: Paul D. Sclavounos
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction and Background
This thesis presents a parametric study of the design space for a floating wind turbine system.
Large floating structures were first developed for the offshore oil and gas industry. This
technology offers the wind industry the ability to move large wind turbines offshore where the
wind is stronger and more consistent. Aesthetic concerns of coastal resident are an additional
motivation for moving the offshore wind turbines into deep water beyond the view of land.
Mooring systems for these floating structures have matured to allow installation in depths well
over 1000 meters. While this is deeper than any currently planned projects, the mooring
technology will permit development of offshore wind turbines in vast stretches of ocean.
Applicable mooring systems for the floating wind turbines fall into three main categories.
Tension leg mooring systems have vertical mooring lines under moderate tension to provide
large restoring moments in pitch and roll. Slack catenary mooring systems provide station
keeping for an offshore structure yet little stiffness. Taut catenary mooring systems provide more
stiffness than slack catenary systems by greatly increasing the tension of the mooring lines.
The NREL 5MW Wind turbine is the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's (NREL) estimate
of the performance of a generic 5MW wind turbine. This is done by extrapolating the
performance up from smaller wind turbines. The performance of the turbine is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Performance regimes of the NREL baseline 5MW wind turbine'
The turbine starts producing energy at region 2 of the figure and achieves its maximum thrust
load at the beginning of region 3. Thrust reduces in region three because the turbine blades
feather to maintain a constant power as the wind speed increases. Above 25 m/s wind speed, the
wind turbine shuts down to prevent damage to the equipment. The turbine blades are fully
feathered to minimize the thrust load.
1Jonkman, J., "NREL Offshore Baseline 5MW Wind Turbine," Golden CO: National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, March 2005.
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2 Parametric Design Process
In order to efficiently evaluate a large number a designs, the floating wind turbine system design
is parameterized to automate the design evaluation process. The parametric design architecture
chosen can be described as a concrete ballasted cylinder. The concrete ballasted cylinder is a
flexible yet simple design that would be easy to produce for an offshore wind farm. It consists of
a steel cylinder which provides buoyancy for the wind turbine. Concrete ballast is located at the
bottom of the cylinder to achieve the desired waterline and add stability in pitch and roll.
The design space for a concrete ballasted cylinder is quite large. It ranges from a shallow drafted
barge with stability provided only by water plane area, to a slender spar buoy with buoyancy
provided by ballast, to a tension leg platform (TLP) with restoring provided primarily by the
mooring system. The design space consists of these configurations and all intermediate ones. The
intent of this thesis is to provide a common analysis method and common constraints to compare
the performance of these different designs against each other. An overview of the design and
analysis is presented as a flow chart in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Parametric Design Process
Each distinct floating wind turbine configuration is defined by the design space shown in figure
2. The platform geometry is defined by the barge radius and draft. The mooring system is
defined by the water depth, line tension and angle between the free surface and the anchor line
segment. Each mooring system consists of eight identical tethers, grouped in two and spaced at
90 degrees apart. The structure includes four mooring line groups instead of three, so that the
system does not become inherently unstable if one of the mooring sections fails.
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Design constants in the analysis are the NREL baseline 5MW wind turbine and the
environmental conditions at which it operates. The wind turbine has properties as described in
section 2.3.5. It is assumed to be operating at a wind speed 11 m/s which produces the maximum
thrust and torque on the wind turbine system.
The performance analysis of each floating wind turbine configuration is decomposed into three
major segments. These are the mooring system, the floating structure and the wind turbine. The
programs LINES2 is used to calculate line tensions and restoring matrices for the mooring
system, given the wind turbine load and the static offset. WAMIT 3 is used to generate the linear
hydrodynamic coefficients of the structure while standard expressions give the hydrostatic
coefficients. FAST4 generates the linearized dynamic quantities for the NREL baseline 5MW
wind turbine. A detailed N-squared diagram of the subsystem design and analysis process is
presented in figure 3.
2 Sclavounos, P.D. SML Papers, Lines User Manual, Cambridge MA: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2004.
3 WAMIT User Guide, Cambridge, MA: WAMIT, Inc. and MIT, 1998.
4 Jonkman, J. M., Buhl, M.L., FAST User Guide, Golden, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2005.
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Figure 3. N-squared diagram for floating wind turbine
During the upcoming sections explaining the design methods, an example design is used to show
how the variables and constants flow through the design process and give the reader a detailed
example of the quantities being calculated.
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Vector
Const.
Vector
2.1 Input Variables
Different combinations of six input variables are used to define the multiple configurations
evaluated in the design process. They are structure radius, structure draft, mooring line tension,
mooring line angle, water depth and significant wave height of the sea state. The example design
vector is given in table 1 below.
Table 1: Design Variables
Design Variable Value
Platform Radius 10 [in]
Platform Draft 29 [m]
Water Depth 200 [in]
Mooring System Angle 90 [deg]
Mooring System Tension per Line 488 [metric tons]
Sea State Significant Wave Height 6, 10 [m]
Platform radius and platform draft define the underwater shape of the concrete ballasted cylinder.
Evaluated structures range from a deep slender spar buoy with a draft of 50 meters and a radius
of 4 meters to a shallow drafted barge with a 22 meter radius and 2 meter draft.
Line tension, line angle and water depth define the mooring system for the concrete ballasted
cylinder. If the angle of the anchor line is vertical, then the system is a tension leg platform
(TLP). Angles close to 45 degrees correspond to either a slack or taut catenary mooring system.
The significant height of the sea state determines the worst environment that the floating
structure will be subjected to. Two cases are analyzed. A six meter significant wave height
corresponds to an extreme design case in protected or near coastal waters while a ten meter
significant wave height is an extreme design case in the open ocean.
-17-
2.2 Constants
There are certain inputs to the design process that although necessary, are not varied in the
parametric design process. These constants are the 5 MW wind turbine, the wind speed, wind
loads and the structure freeboard. The design constants are given in the table 2 below.
Table 2: Design Constants
Constant Value
Wind Turbine NREL 5 MW Baseline Wind Turbine
Wind Speed 11 [m/s]
Turbine Thrust 800 [kN]
Turbine Moment 72000[kN-m]
Freeboard 5 [in]
The NREL Baseline 5MW wind turbine represents the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's
(NREL's) best estimate of the properties and performance of a hypothetical wind turbine. The
wind speed indicates the value at which the wind turbine achieves its maximum thrust and the
wind loads correspond to the thrust and torque associated with this wind speed.
2.3 Derived Quantities
2.3.1 Platform Design:
The combination of input variables and constants are used to further define the configuration of
the floating structure. The morning line tension and angle are used with LINES to determine the
zero offset heave force on the structure. Input variables define the configuration of the
underwater structure. Concrete ballast is added to the bottom of the structure to equalize the
buoyant force with the total weight of the system at the design water line.
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r = input radius [m]
d = input draft [m]
Jb = constant freeboard [m]
F3 = mooring system zero offset heave force [in]
AIM = 2;r[r 2 +(d + jb)]
m,,eel = Psee Atitti
V = pwaerrr 
2 d
mcone, =V - m -mW,
F3
9
_ mconcretehc- Mcote - 2
Pconcrele ir
A table of the relevant values is listed in the table below.
Table 3: Structural Properties
Property Value
Steel Mass 326 [metric tons]
Concrete Mass 5249 [metric tons]
Concrete Height 6.5 [m]
Steady State Heave Force 3870 [metric tons]
A graphical illustration of the example turbine is shown in figure 4. Gray regions indicate the
turbine blades and concrete ballast while the black regions are the steel structure and mooring
system.
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Figure 4: Example Floating Wind Turbine
2.3.2 Mass properties
The concrete ballast is always spread uniformly at the bottom of the steel cylinder to maximize
the righting moment of the structure. With these relationships defined, the structure's mass
properties can be calculated with the following relationships.
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Z
X00e Y
0.5dmteei -(d -0 .5hon e, )mconcrete
rn 0oal
I, = I + z 2
I = I
y 10ol total total
A table of these outputs is shown below for the floating platform only.
Table 4: Mass Properties
X Y z
Center of Gravity [m] 0 0 -25.1
Radius of Gyration [m] 8.3 8.3 7.2
Mass Moment of Inertia [kg - m2 384,770,000 384,770,000 291,440,000
Using these relationships and symmetries in the structure, a six by six mass matrix is created for
the floating structure only. The mass matrix for the wind turbine is taken from the NREL
baseline 5MW wind turbine.
The mass matrix for the relevant structure is below.
5.58 0 0 0 -139.70 0
0 5.58 0 139.70
0 0 55.8 0
0 139.70 0 384.70
0
0
0
-139.70 0 0 0 384.70
0 0 0 0
0
0
0
0
0 291.70
x 106
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otal - sfeel + concrete
CG, CG, = 0
CG- =
Mpatorm =
2.3.3 Hydrostatic Quantities:
The platform hydrostatic properties can also be calculated from the platform design. Because of
symmetry in the system, the only non-zero entries in hydrostatic restoring matrix are the
diagonal entries for heave, pitch and roll. The derivation of these quantities is shown below.5
C33 = pgrR 2
C44 = - m,0,tgCGZ + pg7(R42 4
pgVd 1 g~Pg7R4
C55 = - moagCG + 
pz
2 4
These quantities are shown in table 5 below.
Table 5: Restoring Coefficients
Property Value
C33  3,170,000 [N/m]
C4 4  107,160,000 [N-m/rad]
C55  107,160,000 [N-m/rad]
2.3.4 Platform Hydrodynamic Properties:
WAMIT is used to solve the potential flow problem for the wave, floating body interaction. It
generates frequency dependant linear coefficients for the equations of motion. For each wave
period, added mass and damping matrices are generated. WAMIT also generates a vector of
complex exciting force for each wave period. Graphs of dominant entries of the matrices and
vectors are shown below in figures 5-7.
5 Newman, J.N., Marine Hydrodynamics, The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1977.
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Figure 5: Added Mass Coefficients
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2.3.5 Wind Turbine Properties
FAST is used to generate the mass matrix, damping matrix and restoring matrix for the 5MW
wind turbine at the given operating point. These matrices are shown below for the max thrust
operating point, corresponding to a wind speed of 11 m/s.
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
Frequency [rad/s]
x10,
4-
2[-
z
X
I I I I I I I - I
I I I I I I I IU
3
2
1
n
X 106 Modulus of Exciting Forces
-
-
0.7 0 0 0 44.3 0
0 0.7 0 -44.3 0 6.6
0 0 0.7 0 -6.6 0
Mwr = x1060 -44.3 0 3499 0 0
44.3 0 -6.6 0 3560 0
0 6.6 0 -513.3 0 101.2
0.04 0 -0.01 -0.25 4.00 0.08
0 0 0 -0.11 -0.18 -0.05
-0.01 0 0 -0.04 -0.92 -0.33
BWT= x1060.27 -0.10 0 16.17 50.30 13.88
3.42 0.06 -1.00 -23.92 400.10 59.01
0.05 -0.02 0.22 11.08 -52.60 101.2
0 0 0 0.3 0.2 0
0 0 0 -0.1 0.3 -0.07
0 0 0 -0.3 -0.4 0
0 0 0 8.5 -22.4 59.7
0 0 0 26.8 28.9 -4.1
0 0 0 -1.2 1.1 
-4.8_
2.3.6 Mooring System
LINES is used to generate properties of the mooring system. While the performance of the
mooring system may be approximated to be linear about the range of dynamic displacements, it
may act non-linearly over larger displacements. Therefore the steady state offset must be solved
for iteratively, and the restoring matrix taken about the steady state offset, not the zero offset
point. The steady state offset and the restoring matrix about that point are given below.
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Table 6: Steady State Offset
Property Offset Mooring System Force
Surge 3.94 [m] 800 [kN]
Heave -0.04 [m] 3792 [kN]
Pitch 0.36 [deg] 7200 [kN - m]
0.247 0 1.53 0 -7.26 0
0 0.214 0 6.27 0 -0.511
1.53 0 70.4 0 -44.6 0
C'ooring 0 6.23 0 15400 0 
-408
-6.94 0 -31.8 0 15400 0
0 0 0 -345 0 94.7
2.3.7 Line Tension sensitivity
x 106
LINES is also used to calculate the windward and leeward line tension sensitivity to all six
displacements. This is calculated from the following expression.
kwindward - a(T4 ,ndard
kleeward = a(Ieeward
Other lines can be calculated as well, but due the nature of the system, the windward and leeward
lines are always the limiting case for all static and dynamic loads.
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2.3.8 Equations of Motion
Once all the linear terms are colleted, they are assembled into equations of motion as show in the
expression below. 6 It is important to note that the added mass, damping, and exciting force are
functions of frequency as shown in the previous figures.
[ Madded (0)) + MWr + M,,,...,t,,, ] + [ B,,,rl,.e((>) + Bwr] w ,,,,. + C,,,,]{=Xco[Maded~)±AWT srucure]~ ~ruiur ~  WT 1 + [CWT + Ctruclure ±Cmooring ]4 = X(wO)
Mtota(co)( + B,,,,, (co)4 + C,,,, = X(o>)
2.3.9 Natural Frequencies
Natural Frequencies in each of the six modes of motion can be calculated with the following
equation.
Ctotal
"'n M _
at t fotal(,,)s
Natural frequencies of the example structure are given below
Table 7: Natural Frequencies
Mode Value
Surge 0.1334 [rad/s]
Sway 0.1238 [rad/s]
Heave 2.9263 [rad/s]
Roll 1.6759 [rad/s]
Pitch 1.6678 [rad/s]
Yaw 0.4770 [rad/s]
6 Sclavounos, P.D., 13.022 Surface Waves and Their Interaction with Floating Bodies, Lecture Note, Cambridge,
MA, MIT.
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2.3.10 Response Amplitude Operators
The Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) is defined as the response of a floating structure in a
given mode of motion to a wave of unit amplitude as a function of frequency. It is a complex
function, and thus gives information regarding both the magnitude and phase of the floating
structure's response. The RAO for each of the six modes of motion is given by solving the
equations of motion in the frequency domain. The expression 7 is shown below.
-C2MA, ,j, (co)RAO + iBot (co)RAO + C,,tl R AO = X(w)
RA 1 (w) "
RA02 (co)
RAO3 (o)
RA0 4 (co)
RA 5 (ao)
RA0 6 (c)
= [-2M,0, (co) + icoB,,,j (co) + Ctoai] 1 X(CO)
Graphs of the resulting RAO modulus for each mode are shown in figure 8.
7 Sclavounos, P.D., 13.022 Surface Waves and Their Interaction with Floating Bodies, Lecture Note, Cambridge,
MA, MIT.
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Figure 8: Response Amplitude Operators
2.3.11 Nacelle Displacement and Acceleration
A critical quantity for evaluation of the wind turbine performance is the motion of the wind
turbine nacelle. Large motions of the nacelle could cause a degradation of turbine performance
and damage to the equipment in extreme cases. It is therefore necessary to understand the motion
of the wind turbine nacelle and keep its acceleration to a minimum. The expressions for nacelle
displacement RAO and acceleration RAO are given below.
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X 10-3 RAO 4
2
2
R AO, (w)= RAO, +90- R AO 5
RAO (O)=--C2 (RAO 1 +90. RAO)
2.3.12 Line Tension
When calculating dynamic line tension, it is also important to know the variance of the line
tension about its mean value. Given that the windward and leeward lines are the limiting cases
for this, the windward and leeward line tension RAOs are shown below.
6
RAO, Jndwurd) = kisars Oi(co)
6
RA (co) = Lkleeward 0, (co)
2.3.13 Slamming
Anther important quantity is the difference between the floating structure's windward edge and
the local free surface wave elevation to prevent slamming of the structure. The corresponding
RAO is given below.
RAO,, = RA 03+ Rpl,,, RAO -e
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2.3.14 Root Mean Square Values
Using the RAOs for the previously mentioned quantities, root mean square (RMS) deviations
from the mean value may be calculated using the following expression. 8
S(w)= Sea State Power Spectral Density
2= (RAO (o))2S(o)dc
0
The spectral density of the sea states is given by the following expression. 9
S w H .11 ( 0 )lS(o) = HS 27r2
-0.44
e
Summaries of these RAO values are shown in the table below for significant wave heights of six
and ten meters.
Table 8: RMS Values
Sea State Significant Wave Height 6 meters 10 meters
Surge Displacement [m] 1.38 2.69
Sway Displacement [m] 0.0017 0.0035
Heave Displacement [m] 0.041 0.082
Roll Displacement [deg] 0.0012 0.0021
Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.051 0.067
Yaw Displacement [deg] 0.066 0.10
Nacelle Displacement [m] 1.35 2.69
Nacelle Acceleration [g] 0.032 0.049
Windward Tension [metric tons] 31.8 59.9
Leeward Tension [metric tons] 28.9 53.7
Free Surface Height [m] 1.46 2.47
8Sclavounos, P.D., 13.022 Surface Waves and Their Interaction with Floating Bodies, Lecture Note, Cambridge,
MA, MIT.
9 Wayman, E., Coupled Dynamics and Economic Analysis of Floating Wind Turbine Systems, Cambridge, MA,
MIT, 2006.
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2.4 Constraints
During evaluation of the various designs, a number of constraints are imposed to ensure the
structures meet the minimum performance metrics in certain key areas. These constraints are
given below.
2.4.1 Towing Stability
For this class of floating wind turbines, it is advantageous to mount the tower, turbine and blades
at a coastal facility and then tow the entire unit to sea. This eliminates the expensive and time
consuming step of installing the wind turbine at sea. The plan would be to ballast the structure
with water down to the design water line and tow it to its intended installation location. For this
to happen, the structure must be minimally stable in towing conditions without stability from the
mooring system.
However the turbine won't be operating during to towing, so the restoring coefficient must
provide enough stability to react a wind load on the turbine and tower without pitching more than
10 degrees. For this analysis, it is assumed a restoring coefficient of no less than 7E+07[N-
m/rad] will provide adequate restoring for the towing conditions. In the case of the example
structure, its towing stability is greater than the constraint.
Coorin. =10.7x 10 7 >7.0x107
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2.4.2 Operating Stability
During operation, the stability of the system needs to be greater than during tow because of the
increased load of the operating wind turbine. The NREL 5MW wind turbine has a maximum
thrust load of 800 kN which equates to a torque of 7.2E+07[N-m] about the water line. For a heel
of less than 10 degrees in this condition, the total restoring coefficient in pitch must be at least
4.2 E+08 [N-m/rad].
C,,1  =1.55x 10 10 >4.2x108
2.4.3 Dynamic Pitch
It is also important that the dynamic displacements of the structure do not exceed the operating
limits of the wind turbine in all but the most severe sea states.
5 +O <10
For pitch, it is desired that at the most severe sea state, the wind turbine stays close vertical. The
constraint limits the steady state pitch plus the RMS pitch to less than 10 degrees.
In the case of the example structure at both sea states:
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6m
s +3o> =0.36- +0.051' =0.41 <10'
10m
+3a0 =0.36' +0.063' =0.43' <10"
2.4.4 Line tension
The static plus the dynamic line tension should not exceed the breaking load of the mooring lines
within a factor of safety of two. The following expression gives the constraint for dynamic line
tension. For tension leg structures, it is also necessary that the lines do not lose tension since this
could cause them to fail via a buckling load. Expressions for the line tension constraints are
given below.
(Te +3a )F.S <T = 3050[T]
(7iward Tkjn d max
(T,,eewad+ 3c' rl..a )F.S < T. = 3050[ T]
mooring =90"
(Tinward - 3o7 Twn..a )F.S 0
(T,;wad -3a,_ )F.S 0
In the case of the example structure, both sets of constraints apply because the mooring lines are
vertical.
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6m
(591+3.31.8)2.0=1372<3050
(368+ 3.28.9)2.0 = 909 < 3050
(591-3 -31.8) = 495.6 0
(368-3-28.9)= 281.3 0
10m
(591+ 3.59.9)2.0 = 1541.4 < 3050
(368+ 3.53.7)2.0 = 1058 < 3050
(591-3-59.9)= 411.3 0
(368 -3-53.7) = 191.9 0
2.4.5 Slamming
It is desired that the level of the free surface never falls below the bottom of the structure during
operating conditions. To do this, the three sigma variation of waterline shall not exceed the
waterline when heeled at its steady state offset.
d - R 5- 3 af h 0
In the case of the example structure,
6m
d - R 5 -3 ->fh = 29.1-10 x.0063 --3 x1.46 =14.7 0
10M
d -R4 - 3 f- Sh= 29.1-10 x.0063 -3x 2.47=11.7 >0
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2.5 Figures of Merit
Because the example structured satisfies all the static and dynamic constraints, it is an acceptable
design for both six meter and ten meter sea states. Therefore, it can be compared against other
designs. To perform the comparison, a few key metrics are considered. Nacelle RMS
acceleration is a key performance metric for the wind turbine and the attempt of the analysis is
minimize that value for all sea states. One cost driver for the system is the mass of water
displaced by the structure since this accounts for both mooring static tension and structure mass.
The other cost driver is static plus three sigma dynamic tension, since this covers the worst case
load for which the mooring system must be designed. A summary of these figures of merit at
both sea states for the example structure are given below.
Table 9: Figures of Merit
Sea State Significant Wave Height 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle Acceleration [g] 0.032 0.049
Static plus 3 Sigma Dynamic
Windward Tension [metric tons] 1028 1541
Static plus 3 Sigma Dynamic
Leeward Tension [metric tons] 909 1372
Structure Displacement [metric tons] 9389
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3 Design Analysis
Because the design space for the concrete ballasted cylinder is so large, a first design iteration is
necessary to pare the design space down to a computationally tractable problem.
To begin, all combinations of mooring system are evaluated for the example design. It is clear
that only certain combination make sense. These combinations can be put in three categories.
Tension leg platforms (TLPs) can have vertical mooring lines which provide large amounts of
stability in pitch and roll. Slack catenaries have low static tension mooring lines at roughly 45
degrees that provide very little restoring in surge, pitch and roll. Taut catenaries also have
mooring angle of roughly 45 degrees but their much greater tension produces moderate restoring
in all modes of motion. All other combinations of mooring system properties have unacceptably
large accelerations of the wind turbine. This is because the system has natural frequencies in
pitch or surge that are excited by large sea states.
For the dimensions of the floating structure, all drafts are considered between two meters and
fifty meters. Cylinder radii range between four and twenty two meters. The volume of the
structure is constrained between 2000 and 15000 cubic meters. Structures below 2000 cubic
meters do not have the necessary flotation to support the wind turbine while structures greater
than 15000 cubic meters are too large to be cost effective to build. In total 777 configurations of
cylinders are analyzed for each type of mooring system.
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With the design vector pared down to a manageable level, a detailed design analysis of the
pertinent structures is performed. Results for all designs are plotted below for both 10 meter and
six meter significant wave heights. RMS acceleration is plotted as a function of static plus
dynamic mooring line tension. Each point on the plot corresponds to a distinct design being
evaluated. The three colors on the plots correspond to the three types of mooring systems being
evaluated.
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Examining the plots a few trends become clear. First off, many more deigns meet the criteria in
the six meter significant wave case than for 10 meter. This is expected given the much larger
loads that 10 meter waves impose of the floating structure.
Structures with a slack catenary mooring system have the lowest tensions as expected while their
nacelle accelerations have intermediate values. TLP structures have the lowest accelerations and
moderate values of mooring line tension. Taut catenary systems generally have the highest
accelerations and highest line tensions.
To make further assessments about the designs, each class of design must be examined
individually, taking into account all three figures of merit, acceleration, mooring line tension and
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overall displacement of the floating structure. It will then be possible to find a few top
performing designs from each class and compare those designs against each other to find the best
performing design.
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4 TLP Results, 200 Meter Water Depth
5436 Different TLP designs are evaluated at a water depth of 200 meters. The results of these
evaluations are given in section 4.
4.1 TLP Results, Six Meter Sea State,
Of 5439 TLP designs evaluated 862 meet the design criteria for a six meter significant wave
height. These designs are plotted in figure 11. The key metrics displayed are nacelle RMS
acceleration, floating structure displacement and static plus dynamic tension in the mooring
system. Each design represents a point on the graph. Because of the complicated nature of the
three dimensional data, all designs are plotted in four different views. In each view, color is
proportional to RMS acceleration of the nacelle.
There is a general trend that increasing displacement decreases nacelle acceleration. This is
somewhat expected as a more massive structure would have a lower natural frequency. In surge,
the natural frequency of TLP is generally at a lower value than the peak of sea state's power
spectral density. Therefore reducing the natural would further reduce the overlap of the two
functions, thus reducing the mean square accelerations of the nacelle.
The relationship between total tension is less clear. The highest values of acceleration occur at
the highest tensions. However this results from the high accelerations causing large dynamic
tensions in the mooring lines. A closer inspection of the data is needed to make conclusions
regarding the relationship between mooring tension and RMS nacelle acceleration.
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Unfortunately, there are still too many available designs to pinpoint the best performing designs.
In the next plot, only the designs that are on the Pareto front of acceleration versus tension and
displacement are shown. Designs are discarded if there is another design in the set that has lower
value of tension, displacement and acceleration. That design is clearly superior to the discarded
design. This step reduces the number of available designs from 862 to 53. These 53 designs on
the Pareto front are shown in figure 12.
The trend of decreasing RMS acceleration with increasing displacement is still clear along the
Pareto front. However increases in displacement above 10,000 metric tons yield only marginal
decreases in RMS acceleration of the nacelle.
In order to explore the concept space along the Pareto front, two example designs will be
examined in detail. The first design has a large displacement with low nacelle acceleration and
total mooring tension. The second TLP design has a moderate displacement with higher nacelle
acceleration and higher total mooring tension. These designs are representative of the two major
clusters of designs along the Pareto front.
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4.1.1 TLP #1, Six Meter Sea State
I
Figure 13: TLP #1
The first TLP concept is shown in figure 13. It is Pareto optimal for a six meter significant wave
height and is a relatively large structure with just over 10,000 metric tons displacement. The
RMS acceleration of the nacelle is only 2.5% of gravity at the six meter significant wave height.
It achieves this low acceleration through low RMS values of surge.
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Because the structure is optimized for the six meter sea state, it would not be practicable for the
larger sea state of ten meters. At that wave spectrum, the leeward tether looses tension and goes
slack which could result in buckling of the tether.
Static and dynamic properties of the wind turbine are shown in the tables below in figure 10 and
figure 11.
Table 10: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 21
Platform Draft [m] 30.17
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 254
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 7702
Concrete Height [m] 8.678
Total Displacement [metric tons] 10450
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 371
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 137
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 7.515
Steady State Pitch Offset [deg] 0.372
Table 11: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.025 0.039
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 1.174 2.253
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.06 0.114
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.085 0.112
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 39.1 67.34
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 38.02 67.22
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 488.4 573.1
Static minus 3 Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 253.7 169
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 251.1 338.7
Static minus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 22.94 -64.6
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4.1.2 TLP #2 Six Meter Sea State
Figure 14: TLP #2, Six Meter Sea State
The second TLP structure has a much smaller displacement at just over 5000 metric tons. It is a
much shallower, with a draft of just over six meters. Accelerations of the structure are
significantly higher than the first TLP. The smaller mass and higher static tensions results in a
larger surge natural frequency, and thus a larger RMS values of surge. It has the advantage of a
shallower draft meaning that it would be more practical for coastal facilities with water depth
limitations. Like the other TLP optimized for a six meter significant wave height, it does not
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have the necessary tether preload to keep the leeward tether from going slack at the ten meter
significant wave height.
Table 12: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 33
Platform Draft [m] 6.138
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 409.6
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 1131
Concrete Height [m] 0.5163
Total Displacement [metric tons] 5250
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 505.7
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 313.558
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 5.10854
Steady State Pitch Offset 0.34819
Table 13: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.077 0.113
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 2.725 5.896
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.13 0.241
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.102 0.155
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 92.45 178.1
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 99.06 180.1
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 783.1 1040
Static minus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 228.4 -28.6
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 610.7 854
Static minus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 16.39 -227
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4.2 TLP Results, Ten Meter Sea State
The scatter plot of available TLP designs in a ten meter sea state looks similar to the plot for six
meters. Because the ten meter sea state increases the wave induced loads and motions, only 120
of the 5439 designs meet the design criteria.
Generally, the structures that meet the design requirements have higher displacements, higher
total mooring tensions and higher RMS accelerations of the nacelle. For instance the lowest
RMS acceleration is 0.016 g in a six meter sea state but 0.027 g in a ten meter sea state. The
minimum displacement increases from 4800 metric tons to 9150 metric tons and the total static
and dynamic tension increases from 475 metric tons to 720 metric tons.
The trends seen in the plots remain the same in figure 15 with increasing displacement reducing
RMS acceleration of the wind turbine nacelle. The relationship between acceleration and tension
is not definitive, though there is a stronger correlation between increasing acceleration and
increasing total tension.
As with the designs in a six meter sea state, an examination of the Pareto front of TLP designs in
figure 16 is necessary to make further conclusions about the designs. By eliminating the
dominated designs from the plots, the number of available designs decreases from 120 to 20.
There are two clusters of designs along the Pareto front, and one design from each will be
examined in the following sections.
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4.2.1 TLP#1, Ten Meter Sea State
Figure 17: TLP #1, Ten Meter Sea State
The first TLP on the ten meter sea state Pareto front, shown in figure 17, is a deep slender
structure like the first TLP for the six meter sea state. However it requires more pretension in the
tethers to keep from going slack in the larger waves. This results in a larger displacement. Small
RMS motions in surge and pitch result in a low RMS acceleration of 3.1% of gravity in a ten
meter sea state. Complete static and dynamic properties are listed in table 14 and table 15.
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Table 14: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 18
Platform Draft [m] 47.89
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 400.7
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 8216
Concrete Height [m] 12.6
Total Displacement [metric tons] 12187
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 539.3
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 262
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 4.394
Steady State Pitch Offset 0.438
Table 15: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.019 0.031
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 1.037 2.095
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.034 0.067
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.165 0.224
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 55.49 79.36
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 53.87 78.19
Static plus 3c Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 705.8 777.4
Static minus 3c Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 372.9 301.3
Static plus 3o Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 423.6 496.6
Static minus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 100.4 27.4
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4.2.2 TLP #2, Ten Meter Sea State
Figure 18: TLP #2, Ten Meter Sea State
Just as with the six meter sea state, the second TLP concept in the ten meter sea state is a shallow
draft barge, pictured in figure 18.. However at 9800 metric tons, its displacement is nearly twice
that of the Pareto optimal shallow drafted barge shown for the six meter sea state. It too needs
more mooring pretension to prevent the leeward tether from going slack in the large sea state.
The large water plane area of the structure contributes to large exciting forces in heave compared
to the spar like structures. Because the tension leg mooring systems are stiff in heave, these
heave exciting forces are directly reacted by the mooring system. Therefore, the RMS values for
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tension are much higher for the shallow drafted barge than a spar, when secured with a tension
leg mooring system. Static and dynamic properties of this structure are shown in table 16 and
table 17 respectively.
Table 16: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 34
Platform Draft [m] 10.7939
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 636.29
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 3886.38
Concrete Height [m] 1.67045
Total Displacement [metric tons] 9800
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 734.251
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 538.328
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 3.19212
Steady State Pitch Offset 0.34594
Table 17: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.054 0.079
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 2.021 4.017
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.114 0.217
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.034 0.053
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 84.38 165
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 92.02 175.7
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 987.4 1229
Static minus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 481.1 239.1
Static plus 3 Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 814.4 1065
Static minus 3c Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 262.3 11.34
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5 Slack Catenary Results, 200 Meter Water Depth
A total of 777 different designs of slack catenary moored wind turbines are evaluated. For all
configurations, the angle between fairlead and anchor is 45 degrees. At zero offset, the mooring
systems provide minimal restoring in all modes of motion.
5.1 Slack Catenary Results, Six Meter Sea State
Slack catenaries provide significantly different performance characteristics than the TLP
structures. Because the mooring system provides almost no stability, the restoring moment must
come from some combination of water plane area and ballast. Of the 777 designs, 108 meet the
design criteria for a six meter significant wave height.
The performance of the 108 acceptable slack catenary designs is shown in figure 19. There are
two distinct clusters of designs shown. The first cluster has low acceleration yet high tension and
displacement. The second cluster has higher accelerations but lower displacements and total
tensions.
If figure 20, only the13 Pareto optimal designs are shown. Again, these designs fall into two
clusters. The best performing designs from each of the two design clusters are represented. An
example design from each cluster will be examined in the following sections.
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5.1.1 Slack Catenary #1, Six Meter Sea State
Figure 21: Slack Catenary #1, Six Meter Sea State
The first slack catenary design is a spar like structure with a relatively large displacement and is
shown in figure 21. Because the mooring system provides little restoring, a larger draft and more
concrete are necessary than the spar like TLP structure which is Pareto optimal for a six meter
sea state. The mooring system provides no restoring in pitch, so the pitch displacements are
larger than the equivalent TLP designs. For this type of structure, the pitch displacements
roughly double the RMS acceleration of the wind turbine nacelle. The minimal restoring
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provided by this mooring system does have the advantage of significantly less static and dynamic
loads, meaning a less expensive mooring system than the TLP concepts. Static and dynamic
properties of the TLP are shown in table 18 and table 19, respectively.
Table 18: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 20
Platform Draft [m] 41.54
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 48.56
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 12080
Concrete Height [m] 15.01
Total Displacement [metric tons] 13050
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 73.3
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 23.82
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 14.55
Steady State Pitch Offset 4.971
Table 19: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.049 0.063
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 0.92 1.922
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 4.743 7.044
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.781 1.138
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 111 167.6
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 1.395 2.144
Static plus 3c Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 406.2 576.1
Static plus 3c Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 28.01 30.26
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5.1.2 Slack Catenary #2, Six Meter Sea State
Figure 22: Slack Catenary #2, Six Meter Sea State
Figure 22 illustrates a second slack catenary concept that is Pareto optimal for a six meter sea
state. Like the TLP concepts, the second region of the Pareto front corresponds to a shallow draft
barge. At just under 8000 metric tons, it displaces 5000 metric tons less than the Pareto optimal
spar presented in the previous section.
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The large performance difference between this structure and the shallow draft barge comes from
the much higher RMS pitch displacements for this concept. At 3.5 degrees RMS, the pitch is the
significant contributor to the RMS nacelle acceleration of 15% of gravity at the six meter sea
state. Complete static and dynamic properties of this structure are given in table 20 and table 21.
Table 20: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [in] 38
Platform Draft [m] 7.05
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 53.6
Sea State Significant Wave Height [in] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 6828
Concrete Height [m] 2.34
Total Displacement [metric tons] 7997
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 78.1
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 29.1
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 12.8
Steady State Pitch Offset [deg] 4.97
Table 21: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.150 0.205
RMS Surge Displacement [in] 1.416 2.813
RMS Heave Displacement [in] 1.518 2.527
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 3.477 5.175
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 35.32 61.27
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 0.456 0.851
Static plus 3 Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 184.1 261.9
Static plus 3c Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 30.56 31.75
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5.2 Slack Catenary Results, Ten Meter Sea State
The figures of merit for all acceptable slack catenary designs in a ten meter sea state are shown
in figure 23. Of the 5436 configurations, 66 meet the requirements for the ten meter sea state. As
with the six meter sea state, there are two clusters of designs that are acceptable. The first cluster
of designs contains lower accelerations with higher displacements and total tensions. The second
cluster contains designs with higher RMS acceleration, but lower displacement and higher total
tensions.
Compared to the slack catenary designs that are available for the six meter sea state, the
minimum displacement increases from 8000 to 9900 metric tons. Total static plus three sigma
dynamic tension increases from 176 to 243 metric tons. The minimum nacelle acceleration for a
ten meter sea state is 0.047 g versus 0.035 g at a six meter sea state.
Examining just the 17 Pareto optimal designs in figure 24, designs from each cluster are present.
In the cluster of designs with higher accelerations, all the total tensions are very similar.
Therefore the design with the lowest acceleration and displacement is clearly the best. An
example design from the other cluster is also examined in the following sections.
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5.2.1 Slack Catenary #1, Ten Meter Sea State
Figure 25: Slack #1, Ten Meter Sea State
Similar to the other design cases, the highest displacement structure of interest is a slender spar
with low accelerations. Relative to the corresponding TLP designs in a ten meter sea state, this
slack catenary design requires an additional 3000 metric tons of concrete. This concrete adds
static stability and brings the structure to the desired waterline as the slack catenaries do not have
a significant preload. The steady state offset of the structure in pitch is almost five degrees, the
limit imposed for this structure.
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Dynamic tensions for the spar structure moored with a slack catenary system are higher than for
a shallow drafted barge moored with a similar system. These spars have much larger heave
displacements than the shallow draft barge, which is the primary reason for the increase dynamic
mooring loads. While the wind turbine tower and structure can react dynamic loads in heave,
these loads have the disadvantage of causing larger dynamic tensions in the mooring system.
Complete static and dynamic properties of this structure are given in table 22 and table 23.
Table 22: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 18
Platform Draft [m] 47.89
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 47.61
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 11209
Concrete Height [m] 17.19
Total Displacement [metric tons] 12187
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 72.4
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 22.82
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 14.79
Steady State Pitch Offset [deg] 4.939
Table 23: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.039 0.052
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 0.991 2.015
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 5.087 7.732
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.632 0.929_
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 130.3 198.8
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 1.371 2.18
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 463.2 668.7
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 26.94 29.36
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5.2.2 Slack Catenary #2, Ten Meter Sea State
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Figure 26: Slack #2, Ten Meter Sea State
The second structure of interest along the Pareto front for the ten meter sea state is a shallow
drafted barge, pictured in figure 26. This structure displaces 2000 metric tons less than the spar
on the Pareto front but has a large RMS acceleration of 22.6% of gravity at the 10 meter sea
state. Although the structure has lower static and dynamic tension than the spar, neither mooring
system is highly loaded so the small decreases in mass and tension probably do not outweigh the
large difference in RMS acceleration of the nacelle. The only regime where this structure may be
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attractive would be a situation where the draft at the port is limited and installing a wind turbine
on a deep drafted structure and towing it to sea would be impossible.
Complete static and dynamic properties of this structure are given in table 24 and table 25.
Table 24: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 38
Platform Draft [m] 8.736
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 53.38
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 8768
Concrete Height [m] 3.017
Total Displacement [metric tons] 9907
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 77.83
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 28.94
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 12.92
Steady State Pitch Offset 4.561
Table 25: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.165 0.226
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 1.296 2.526
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 1.604 2.622
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 3.652 5.36
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 36.39 60.56
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 0.45 0.833
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 187 259.5
Static plus 3c Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 30.29 31.44
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6 Taut Catenary Results, 200 Meter Water Depth
Taut catenaries are the third type of mooring systems investigated in this thesis. 3108 different
taut catenary systems are analyzed as part of this thesis. Static mooring line tensions vary
between 300 and 1400 metric tons per line. The next sections present the performance of these
designs in 200 meters of water at two different sea states.
6.1 Taut Catenary Results, Six Meter Sea State
Of the 3108 available taut catenary designs, 16 meet the design criteria specified above for the
six meter wave height. Of those 16 designs, 5 fall along the Pareto front for RMS acceleration in
terms of total tension and displacement of the structure. The performance of all designs is shown
in figure 27.
The Pareto optimal designs fall into two clusters. The low displacement structures also have low
RMS accelerations of the nacelle, but high total tensions in the mooring systems. The higher
displacement structures have lower dynamic tensions but higher RMS accelerations of the
nacelle. Because of the high nacelle accelerations, only an example structure from the first group
is examined in detail in this section. Characteristics of the second cluster are presented in the taut
catenary design for the ten meter sea state.
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6.1.1 Taut Catenary #1, Six Meter Sea State
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Figure 28: Taut #1, Six Meter Sea State
This taut catenary moored structure, pictured in figure 28, is a shallow drafted barge with
diameter of 44 meters and a draft of 4 meters. It derived its pitch restoring moment from both its
mooring system and water plane area. It has a low RMS nacelle acceleration of 5% though the
total mooring line tension is just under the limit of 1500 metric tons.
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The structure is not suitable for a 10 meter sea state because the total mooring tension would
exceed 1500 metric tons on both windward and leeward tethers. Complete static and dynamic
properties of the structure are listed in table 26 and table 27.
Table 26: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 44
Platform Draft [m] 3.966
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 782.6
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 510
Concrete Height [m] 0.131
Total Displacement [metric tons] 6031
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 815.6
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 749.6
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 0.409
Steady State Pitch Offset 1.569
Table 27: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.050 0.063
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 0.231 0.313
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.417 0.775
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.486 0.676
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 213.4 357.9
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 168.8 309.1
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 1456 1889
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 1256 1677
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6.2 Taut Catenary Results, Ten Meter Sea State
For the analysis of taut catenary moored structure in 10 meter waves, only 4 structures meet the
design criteria. Of these 4 structures, 2 are Pareto optimal. The performance of all acceptable
structures is shown in figure 29. These taut moored catenaries have high tensions, high total
tensions and moderate displacements. Clearly the taut catenary mooring system is not well suited
to such an extreme environment.
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Figure 30: Taut #1, Ten Meter Sea State
This structure shown in figure 30 has the maximum draft of 50 meters with a small diameter of
17 meters. The large acceleration of the nacelle is driven by both the surge and pitch
accelerations. The acceleration of the nacelle using this mooring system is ten times the
acceleration of the best TLP structure at the ten meter sea state. Therefore despite the moderate
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displacement of this structure, it is unlikely to be a good solution for such a severe sea state.
Complete static and dynamic properties of the structure are listed in table 28 and table 29.
Table 28: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 17
Platform Draft [m] 50
Water Depth [m] 200
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 475
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 7831
Concrete Height [m] 13.46
Total Displacement [metric tons] 11349
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 507
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 442.9
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 2.755
Steady State Pitch Offset [deg] 3.714
Table 29: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.287 0.373
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 2.34 3.248
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.039 0.084
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 2.823 3.983
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 183.9 237.6
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 189.3 243.9
Static plus 33 Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 1059 1220
Static plus 3G Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 1011 1175
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7 TLP and Slack Catenary Results: 60 Meter Water Depth
Each of structures examined in the previous section can also be analyzed at 60 meters water
depth. Sixty meters is just beyond the reach of rigid structures to the ocean floor. Therefore, it
represents a likely first step to install floating wind turbines.
7.1 TLP Results 6 meter significant wave height
The same 5439 TLP designs are analyzed in a water depth of sixty meters. When these TLP
designs are subjected to the six meter sea state, 382 are acceptable. These designs are shown in
figure 31. Because of the shallower depths, a structure of the same mass and displacement will
have a higher natural frequency in surge. This creates larger surge displacements and higher
dynamic loads in the mooring lines. This is a primary reason why fewer TLP designs are
acceptable at 60 meters depth versus 200 meters water depth.
Of the 328 acceptable designs in the six meter sea state, 38 are Pareto optimal. These 38 designs
are shown in figure 32. Along the Pareto front, there is a very clear relationship between
displacement and nacelle acceleration. Structures with higher displacements have lower RMS
accelerations of the nacelle. Increasing total tension of the mooring system has a much smaller
effect on nacelle acceleration along the Pareto front. Therefore it is advisable to pick the
structure with the smallest total tension for a given displacement and acceleration value.
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7.1.1 TLP #1, Six Meter Sea State
Figure 33: TLP #1, Six Meter Sea State
This TLP, shown in figure 33, looks very different from TLPs optimized for the 200 meter water
depth. The main reason is that deep drafted structures significantly decrease the length of the
mooring lines, leading to a higher natural frequency in surge and larger motions of the nacelle.
Therefore the optimal design for low nacelle acceleration is a smaller draft structure than would
normally occur in deep water. The RMS acceleration of the nacelle for this design and others
along the Pareto front is generally higher than equivalent designs in a 200 meter depth. This
again results from the higher natural frequency in surge.
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Static and dynamic properties of the wind turbine are shown in the table 30 and table 31.
Table 30: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 31
Platform Draft [m] 14.71
Water Depth [m] 60
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 389.6
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 7196
Concrete Height [m] 3.72
Total Displacement [metric tons] 11100
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 495.2
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 283.9
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 1.222
Steady State Pitch Offset [deg] 0.089
Table 31: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.048 0.079
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 2.212 5.56
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.062 0.15
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.009 0.028
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 76.51 151.8
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 72.64 159.2
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 724.7 950.5
Static minus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 265.7 39.93
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 501.8 761.4
Static minus 3o Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 65.97 -194
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7.2 TLP Results, Ten Meter Sea State
When the 5439 designs are subjected to the ten meter sea state, only six of them meet the
requirements. Of these six designs, five are Pareto optimal. These five designs are shown in
figure 34. All of structures are quite massive, with displacements of at least 13,000 metric tons.
Along the Pareto front, there is again a trend of decreasing nacelle acceleration with increasing
displacement. The total mooring line tensions are between 915 and 945 metric tons, a small
range of values. Therefore, picking the best structure is simply a decision of trading additional
displacement for lower acceleration.
As with the six meter sea state structures, the nacelle accelerations at the ten meter significant
wave height is larger at 60 meters than at 200 meters water depth. The design presented in the
next section has the lowest acceleration and highest displacement of all the TLP designs along
the Pareto front.
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7.2.1 TLP#1, Ten Meter Sea State
Figure 35: TLP #1, Ten Meter Sea State
This TLP structure, shown in figure 35, is designed for a 10 meters sea state and 60 meters of
water depth. At 14350 metric tons, it has the largest displacement of any design presented in the
report. It achieves this displacement through intermediate to large values of both platform
diameter and draft. Complete static and dynamic properties of the structure are presented in table
32 and table 33.
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Table 32: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platfonr Diameter [m] 29
Platform Draft [m] 21.73
Water Depth [m] 60
Mooring System Angle [deg] 90
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 464.9
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 10
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 9885
Concrete Height [m] 5.84
Total Displacement [metric tons] 14350
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 577.1
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 352.8
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 0.877
Steady State Pitch Offset 0.08
Table 33: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.042 0.072
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 2.058 5.224
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 0.048 0.118
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 0.014 0.036
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 64.98 128.1
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 60.1 116.8
Static plus 3y Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 772 961.2
Static minus 3(y Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 382.1 192.9
Static plus 3(y Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 533.1 703.3
Static minus 3(y Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 172.5 2.339
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7.3 Slack Catenary Results
Slack catenary mooring systems are also analyzed at the 60 meter water depth. This analysis of a
catenary mooring system in shallow depths becomes difficult for LINES. The solution algorithm
breaks down for a highly loaded short catenary.
To overcome this computational hurdle, the approximation is made that the windward tether is
just a straight member with stiffness coming from the elastic modules of the steel only. This
approximation has the potential overstate the stiffness of the mooring system.
Of the 777 designs analyzed only one design is acceptable at the six meter significant wave
height and there are no acceptable designs at the 10 meter sea state.
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7.3.1 Slack Catenary #1, Six Meter Sea State
Figure 36: Slack #1, Six Meter Sea State
The structure shown in figure 36 is the only slack centenary design that is acceptable for the six
meter sea state and 60 meters water depth. It is a large structure with a displacement of 13400
metric tons. The limiting factor for these designs is the excessive dynamic loads in the mooring
system produced by the structural motions. This is likely due to the overstating the stiffness of
the mooring system in the analysis. Complete static and dynamic properties of the mooring
system are presented in table 34 and table 35, respectively.
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Table 34: Static Properties
Static Properties Value
Platform Diameter [m] 25
Platform Draft [m] 29.23
Water Depth [m] 60
Mooring System Angle [deg] 45
Average Mooring System Tension per Line [metric tons] 28.83
Sea State Significant Wave Height [m] 6
Concrete Mass [metric tons] 13608
Concrete Height [m] 10.82
Total Displacement [metric tons] 14350
Windward Static Tension [metric tons] 57.66
Leeward Static Tension [metric tons] 0
Steady State Surge Offset [m] 0.186
Steady State Pitch Offset 4.654
Table 35: Dynamic Properties
Dynamic Properties 6 meters 10 meters
Nacelle RMS Acceleration [g] 0.098 0.208
RMS Surge Displacement [m] 1.674 7.362
RMS Heave Displacement [m] 1.528 6.631
RMS Pitch Displacement [deg] 4.553 17.42
Windward RMS Tension [metric tons] 462.8 1828
Leeward RMS Tension [metric tons] 0 0
Static plus 3a Dynamic Windward Tension[metric tons] 1446 5543
Static plus 3a Dynamic Leeward Tension[metric tons] 0 0
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8 Conclusions:
8.1 Six Meter Sea State Design Comparison
A comparison of all designs for six meter sea sates is given in table 36. At 200 meters water
depth none of the designs is dominated by any of the other designs. Therefore choosing the
optimal design among them depends on the relative value of lower nacelle acceleration versus
the cost of a larger displacement structure and a more robust mooring system.
Certainly the TLP concepts merit consideration because of their generally low accelerations and
low to moderate displacements. They also have the added advantage of limiting heave motions
which can be significant in the spar like catenary moored structures.
At the 60 meter water depth, the TLP design is clearly superior to slack catenary design.
However, the tension and acceleration are both greater than the values for a TLP of equivalent
displacement at 200 meters water depth. It may be worth incorporating non-linear dynamics into
the analysis of the catenary mooring systems at shallow depths.
Table 36: Design Comparison, Six Meter Sea Sate
Water Depth Static plus Displacement Nacelle RMS
Dynamic Tension [metric tons] Acceleration [g]
[metric tons]
TLP #1 200 488 10450 2.5%
TLP #2 200 783 5250 7.7%
Slack #1 200 406 12080 4.9%
Slack #2 200 184 7997 15.0%
Taut #1 200 1456 6030 5.0%
TLP #1 60 724 11100 4.8%
Slack #1 60 1446 14350 9.8%
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8.2 Ten Meter Sea State Design Comparison
The designs that are Pareto optimal with respect to other designs in their class in the ten meter
sea sate are presented in table 37. All the designs are Pareto optimal with respect to each other
with the exception of the taut catenary moored system. It is dominated by the second slack
catenary design.
As with the six meter sea state, the TLPs represent attractive choices because of their low RMS
accelerations and negligible heave and pitch motions. Compared to the designs for the six meter
sea state all the designs displace considerably more volume and have higher accelerations and
total mooring tensions.
At 60 meters water depth, the TLP design is a fine performing structure, although with a
displacement of 14350 metric tons, it is quite massive. The shorter mooring lines contribute to a
higher natural frequency than an equivalent structure at 200 meters water depth, increasing the
RMS accelerations of the nacelle.
Table 37: Design Comparison, Ten Meter Sea State
Water Depth Static plus Displacement Nacelle RMS
Dynamic Tension [metric tons] Acceleration [g]
[metric tons]
TLP #1 200 777 12190 3.1%
TLP #2 200 1229 9800 7.9%
Slack #1 200 668 12187 5.2%
Slack #2 200 259 9900 22.6%
Taut #1 200 1220 11349 37.3%
TLP #1 60 703 14350 7.2%
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8.3 Future Work
" Utilize non-linear analysis techniques for the stiffer catenary mooring systems at 60
meters water depth.
* Perform non linear time domain analysis of the promising structures identified at each
water depth.
" Perform structural analysis parametrically to better estimate mass of steel needed for
structural integrity.
" Generate detailed cost assessments for the structure and mooring systems so total tension
and displacement can be traded against each other.
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